
« The orchestration of existing material and new footage, 
shot on a variety of formats, reveals a poetic sensibility and 
a masterful command of rhythmic flow. »

The Hollywood Reporter

« One senior programmer calls “HEIS (Chronicles)” “the 
French ‘Tiny Furniture,’ ” referring to Lena Dunham’s indie 
debut. »

Variety

« Perhaps the festival’s strangest, most inventive-sounding 
offering, writer-director-producer Anaïs Volpé’s feature 
debut. »

LA Weekly



running time
92 minutes

genre
drame

country of origin
france

language
français

format
1.85

sound
Dolby Surround 5.1

www.heis.fr

heis (chroniques)
written & directed by 

anaïs volpé

Anaïs Volpé
T: +33 6 85 95 06 29

anais.volpe@hotmail.fr



2016 - Los Angeles Film Festival - WORLD PREMIERE
- Official Selection : World Fiction -

Jury’s Award : Best World Fiction Feature Film

2016 - International Film Festival of Bordeaux - FRENCH PREMIERE
- Official Selection : Contrebandes -

Jury’s Award : Best Contrebandes Feature Film

2017 - Angers Film Festival
- Out of Competition -

Official Selection : L’AIR NUMÉRIQUE

2017 - International Film Festival Rotterdam
- Out of Competition -

Official Selection : BRIGHT FUTURE



synopsis

Pìa is 25 years old, after struggling against life issues, she feels 
desperate by its toughness and have to move back to her family 
home. Her main goal is to come back for a better start. 

Sam, her twin brother, still lives at the mom’s house, he doesn’t 
handle his life the same way her sister does and he reject it. 

Who is right, who is wrong? The duty to stay or the right to go? 
Between love and anger, emancipation and guilt, HEIS is a blood 
and a life story : a family tale.



heis (chroniques)
director’s statement

The duty to stay (near to our family) or the right 
to go and emancipate ourselves 
(far from family) ? …

… This main question about the family-guilt is 
the heart of the film.



heis (chroniques)
director’s statement

_heis (chroniques) is a two speeds film about two languages dedicated to two 
generations: youth and parents. Through hope and struggle, I tried to film the pulse 
of the youth and also the pulse of the generation above. Two parallels and different 
generations: a split but an unconditional love between them. This is a love and a 
anger story, an emancipation and a guilt story, a blood and a life story : a family tale.

No matter the period, the country or the language, this theme stays very 
complicated. It’s a personal and universal theme. 

_heis (chroniques) is the mothers’ worrying, the daughters’ desire, the sons’ 
resignation or maybe the opposite. It’s the salt and the sugar of the brotherhood, the 
bitterness of intolerance, the sweetness of understanding.

 « Family is like elevators, if you mess with the buttons, you can get stuck. But 

it’s hard not to take it as you can’t go through 80 floors without an elevator. » 

_heis (chroniques) is also about the youth issues, the excessive media exposure in 
our society and the rise of terrorism in the world. This is about the distress of the 
youth, of a whole generation, that won't be really poor and won't be really rich as 
itself.



This film has been made with so much heart and independent spirit. I really wanted to do it 
in an independent way in order to stay true with the content of the movie. I struggled to 
make this film as hard as the youth has to make a living here in Paris. I thought that it was 
more honest and more personal to do it in this way.

About the form, I chose to do a film very talkative and introspective with a huge abundance 
of images in order to be in tune with the period we are currently living through the screens 
of our society. The voice over is here to accentuate the introspection and the need to talk, 
the emergency to express things. HEIS (chronicles) is an « emergency-cinema ». 

It’s a commitment of what happens in the head of a young person who has to do many 
choices, and how it is heavy to live all these troubles in the same time (job, family, love, 
dreams, guilt, friends…). The movie is about the turn of a young person who has to take 
important decisions for her life: Does she have to listen herself, does she have to listen her 
family advises? Does she have to forget her dreams or does she have to forget her family?

About the content, The personal context of this movie, was that I left my family at 17 years 
old in order to live alone…I was trying to become an artist, but I was, like my friends, a 
victim of the "under 25s" crisis in France. The contrast was that we were very motivated to 
succeed our lives, but we felt all the time very locked in our society. Years after, I can feel 
the same contrast between distress and ambition in a lot of young people here in Europe. 
Maybe we are locked in something between sadness and a powerful hope. I thought that 
this feeling was kind of weird, true and interesting to analyze.

When I hear my parents talking about their own youth, I feel very nostalgic of a time I 
would never ever live... Their youth seemed to be so pure and joyful, without the stress of 
not starting in a good way their lives. 

So, I decided to make a movie « about the youth, made by the youth ». 
A face to face with its 2016 current issues.

And then, "HEIS (chronicles)" was born. 

Anaïs Volpé.



« The themes that Anaïs deals with in her story are essential, 
important, serious, but the freedom so powerful that the film 
exudes lightness and grace. Enormous grace.  »

Women Occupy Hollywood

« The sensory experience of HEIS brings to mind a house of 
mirrors, in which each frame introduces a new contextual 
perspective; adding depth and layers of empathetic qualities 
to that which has come before. »

Archive Collective Magazine

« Un film vivant et inventif, d’une enthousiasmante liberté de 
ton. Gorgé d’audace et de désir de cinéma, un exemple 
éclatant d’indépendance. »

Mouvement Magazine





heis (chroniques)
about the cast

After being a journalist for the Courrier International. A video reporter for French National TV Channels such 
as ARTE and a co-editor in chief for Science & Vie. Akéla Sari began her way into acting in training classes 
such as « Studio Pygmalion » and « Laboratoire de l’acteur » in Paris. She  had performed in several films : 
« American Translation » by Jean-Marc Barr, « Jeune & Jolie » by François Ozon (2013 Cannes Film 
Festival, 2013 Toronto International Film Festival)

AKÉLA SARI
the mother



Matthieu Longatte comes from Improvisational theatre as a member of a improv junior team, he and his 
crew won a French Championship award. 
In 2009, he has been cast by Djinn Carrénard to act in his first feature film "DONOMA" selected in 2010 
Cannes Film Festival (ACID). A few short films later, Matthieu became an author by launching a youtube 
channel "Bonjour Tristesse" a popular furious satire of the French news. 
He's currently writing a one-man show and a feature film in parallel of his new youtube channel « Bonjour 
Bonheur »

MATTHIEU LONGATTE
Sam, the brother

heis (chroniques)
about the cast



As an actress, Anaïs Volpé starts to learn theater in Paris ten years ago. She studied in an International 
School for actors with American, French, Belgium and Russian teachers (Acting International School).After 
this, she worked in different professional workshops in theaters (Théâtre de la Bastille, MC 93 Bobigny, 
Théâtre du Sorano…).
In 2012, she has been admitted though a national contest in a National Theater (Théâtre National de la 
Colline) with ten young actors, in order to work during one year with few famous french stage directors.
In addition to theater, Anaïs Volpé often plays in different independent movies (short and feature films).

ANAÏS VOLPÉ
Pìa, the sister

heis (chroniques)
about the cast



Émilia Derou-Bernal is a french-spanish actress and filmmaker, she joined the prestigious spanish drama 
school in Madrid, CNC Cristina Rota. She wrote an experimental movie about the writer Antonin Artaud 
and shot it in Mexico. After studying filmmaking in Paris and worked as an assistant director. 
In 2009, she had a leading role in « DONOMA » directed by Djinn Carrenard - 2010 Cannes Film Festival/
ACID, « prix Louis Delluc du meilleur premier film » in 2011. She won the best actress award at the Dieppe 
International Film festival in 2011. Since then she had performed in several films : « Fièvres » Hicham 
Ayouch (International Marrakech Film festival, Fespaco...), « Vie sauvage » Cedric Khan, « FLA », Djinn 
Carrénard (Cannes Semaine de la critique's opening feature). 
Two movies will be release this year, « 600 euros » by Adnane Tragha in May 2016 and "COSMODRAMA" 
by Phillipe Fernandez (Rotterdam IFFR, Cannes ACID, Moscow MIFF...) in June 2016. She also worked for 
the CNC (the National Centre for the Cinema and the Moving Image) on the Screenwriting Assistance 
Program.

ÉMILIA DEROU-BERNAL
« The Malik »

heis (chroniques)
about the cast



Alexandre Desane started acting in 2010 in Paris, he was selected in a national audition to be part in a 
short film « Christine » which premiered in 2011 Cannes Film Festival. 
Later he's been noticed by the director Philippe Lacôte to act as Jean Michel Basquiat in a short film called 
To Repel Ghosts (African Metropolis). 
Philippe Lacôte trust him a second time by giving him a supporting role - The Admiral - in his first narrative 
feature film RUN. The film premiered in 2014 Cannes Film Festival - Un Certain Regard -. 
In 2015, he was part of the acting studio of the Berlinale Talents.
Alexandre Desane is also a dancer and a filmmaker.

ALEXANDRE DESANE
« The professional athlete »

heis (chroniques)
about the cast





« Un film particulièrement maitrisé, au sujet à la fois personnel 
et universel, sur la génération Y, et dont l'"urgence" raisonne 
particulièrement avec l'époque. »

Allociné 

« This project strikes for its honesty and lack of pretensions. It 
faces us with the concerns of the millennials, who strive for 
autonomy in a time where the future is most uncertain.»

Metal Magazine

« Anaïs Volpé marque par un travail monumental, touchant et 
profondément juste sa volonté de dépeindre l’état d’esprit 
d’une jeunesse errante et le gouffre existant avec la 
génération qui la précède. »

Les Fiches du Cinéma



heis (chroniques)
about the filmmaker

Anaïs Volpé is a filmmaker, a visual artist and an actress. She likes mixing arts and exploring new way 
of narrations. Between 2006 and 2011 she works in theaters as an actress, that opens her perspective 
of artistic research in stage direction. 
In 2012, she is admit in the « Théâtre National de La Colline » in a workshop for a year, open to 10 
actors. During these years, she also works as first assistant director in a few professional shootings 
that permits her to understand many things about the job of filmmaker.
 
In 2013, she learns editing as an autodidact and she directs her first short film « Blast » (20'/ Lucy in 
the sky production). The film is selected in festivals and won the « Jury's Award » in the International 
Festival of Young Talents France/China. She is invited the same year by the French Embassy of 
China and obtained a grant from the French Cultural Institute of Beijing in order to begin to shoot her 
first Crossmedia project HEIS in China.

In 2015, Anaïs Volpé is selected in the The Odense International Film Festival «Talent Lab», and 
Reykjavik International Film Festival «Talent Lab» in order to pitch HEIS over there.
In 2016, HEIS is finished and the project has been shot between France-China and USA. This 
crossmedia project is in the same time: a feature film + a series + an art-installation. 

The whole project has been selected and awarded in different Cities and International Festivals 
between 2016 and 2017 (Los Angeles Film Festival, International Film Festival of Bordeaux -FIFIB-, 
International Film Festival of Rotterdam -IFFR-, Angers Film Festival…and the Art-Installation has 
been received in Art Galeries in Paris, London, Rotterdam…)

Currently, Anaïs is developing the script of her next feature film that has been selected within 22 
projects in the « Maison des Scénaristes » in the 2016 Cannes Film Festival. 
This script is also selected within 10 projects in the Berlinale Talents « Script Station » of the 2017 
Berlinale.





our partners
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credits

CAST

The mother Akéla Sari

Sam Matthieu Longatte

Pía Anaïs Volpé

Malik Émilia Derou-Bernal

The professional athlete Alexandre Desane

Léa Laura François

Lars Malec Démiaro

CREW

Produced by Anaïs Volpé
TERRITOIRE(S)

Written by Anaïs Volpé

Assistants Alexandre Desane
Gabriel Dumas-Delage

Cinematographer Alexandre Desane
Anaïs Volpé
Gabriel Dumas-Delage

Sound Elie Mittelmann
Maxime Nicolas

Music CHKRR
Luis Fabrega

Makeup artist Amélie Javegny

Directed by 
Anaïs Volpé

Editing
Voiceover

Colorist

Anaïs Volpé

Sound Mixing Steven Ghouti



« HEIS rend compte du malaise d’une génération actuelle, 
qui a tant de mal à se faire une place. »

France Inter

« HEIS nous emmène aux frontières de la fiction et du réel 
sans que nul ne sache d’où l’on part. »

Deuxième Page

« La réalisatrice capture les noeuds universels auxquels 
chacun se retrouve un jour confronté. HEIS est un projet 
étonnant de vérité. »

Saperlipopette Magazine
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